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FROM USA TODAY BEST-SELLING AUTHOR JOHN ELLSWORTHMichael Gresham is a criminal

attorney with a client accused of murdering a judge's wife. As the story progresses, the judge whose

wife was murdered suddenly tries to hire Michael Gresham for himself. New revelations have the

judge backed into a corner in this legal and financial thriller. Can an attorney battle the system and

win the notorious case other lawyers turned down? Can Michael Gresham turn the tables on those

who would see him dead? And who is going to pay for the injury and disfigurement they left him

with?A legal financial thriller that introduces the first in a five-book series about Michael Gresham,

the Chicago lawyer who defends hopeless cases everyday. Watch from your front row seat as

Michael walks into this courtroom drama a huge underdog. Cheer him on as he uses all his wit and

cunning to defend the indefensible. Other Books in the Michael Gresham Series of Legal and

Financial ThrillersThe Lawyer is part of the Attorney Michael Gresham Mystery Thriller Series which

has more than 1,000+ five-star reviews and a million readers and counting. If you love a

page-turning thriller with mystery, clandestine plotting and a dash of romance, pick up Sakharov the

Bear today.This stand-alone novel features leading man Michael Gresham. Look for other mystery

and legal and financial thriller books featuring Michael Gresham including The Lawyer, Secrets Girls

Keep, The Law Partners, Carlos the Ant, and now Sakharov the Bear. They can be read in any

order.Read These Books Free in Kindle UnlimitedEnjoy this Lawyer Mystery Thriller Series FREE

as part of your Kindle Unlimited subscription. You can read these Kindle Unlimited books online via

your  Kindle Fire or on any smartphone or tablet with the free  Books Kindle reading app.John

Ellsworth's books are renowned for their twists and turns and the surprise ending in this one is

equally brilliant. One courtroom financial thriller that curls around and surprises even the most keen

readers...the thriller series that made John Ellsworth a household name!
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This story has all the good ingredients: believable characters, bad guys aplenty,and enough

deception to keep the reader wondering whether anyone is telling the truth. Add a great setting

(Chicago), and you have built-in political intrigue. Ellsworth's descriptive detail brings you along for

the ride whether on the streets of Chicago or in the courtroom. Nothing feels forced, and the ending

both wraps this story up and provides a teaser for the one to follow. Good stuff!!

Excellent book...a book that will make you want more and more. I found this book hard to put down.

I love legal novels and Ellsworth does not disappoint. I only discovered John Ellsworth just a few

months ago. I started reading the Thaddeus Murfee series and found them to be great books. Then

I started reading the Michael Gresham series and again, it was hard to put the books down.

Ellsworth is a talented author who keeps you wanting more and keeps you on the edge of your seat

until the very last page. I enthusiastically recommend John Ellsworth!!!

Although the book started slow, I soon found myself wrapped up in Gresham' s problems and falling

for this character. The underlying sub-plots kept me turning pages and trying to figure out where I

was being led. Can't wait to read book 2 of the Gresham series.

Powerful. I read and read, charged my Kindle and read some more. My stomach clenched at times.

but everything seems to have worked itself out. However, someone should have shot the judge - it

seems unfair that he should be collecting a pension courtesy of the taxpayers.This was my first of

John Ellsworth's books; let's make that the first of many.

I have only one complaint about John Ellsworth's writing; he doesn't do it fast enough! As soon as I



finish one book, I am anxious to start another. I was anticipating 'Michael Gresham' with high

expectations, and it does not disappoint. All Mr. Ellsworth's characters are well developed and as

you read a series they become somewhat of an addiction. (I hope we haven't seen the last of

Thaddeus Murfee or the Sisters) In each book you come to know the characters better as you delve

into the next chapter of their lives. Michael Gresham is an excellent start to new heights with

engaging characters, twisted thrills and legal angles. I know this new series will deliver as many

hours of addictive pleasures as all John Ellsworth's previous novels.

OK, so I get to chapter 49 thinking all the events of the previous 49 chapters have been tied up

neatly and what more can there possibly be? Well, there is a bit more and in the last pages, a

promise of more to come in the annals for Michael Gresham. I can hardly wait for future stories

about this terrific attorney. But then, I'm just as happy to see what Thaddeus Murfee is up to. I

strongly recommend that fans of John Ellsworth's two fascinating attorneys read the books in the

order in which they've been written. In the case of Thaddeus, and I'm sure in the case of Michael (to

come), much happens to bring them to the stage in which you'll find them in successive books. John

Ellsworth's writing and plot formulation can be favorably compared with the works of James

Patterson and John Grisham. There is plenty of mystery and suspense, as well as inside information

into the working of the American legal system. I've found myself hardly able to wait until I've

reached the grand finale (Oh, yes, you'll often be surprised right up to the last sentence!), and yet

wanting to savor each chapter, not really willing to have the book end. What an outstanding

introduction to Michael Gresham, Esq.!

First time I read a book and it had a free lesson that came with it, keep your mouth shut!Look

forward to reading more books from this author. Nice refreshing style of writing and excellent

knowledge of the System.

I have always enjoyed a crime thriller with courtroom scenes. This book has that and so much more.

Several happenings in the book could not be predicted. Connections between several characters in

the book seem to be the foundation for future books. You will like the main characters. I will

purchase the next book. Quick read. There actually are a few lighthearted passages in the book.
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